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The present contribution describes the preparation and characterization of polymer–clay nanocomposite
gels and films containing poly(ethylene oxide) and various ratios of Laponite and Montmorillonite. The
aim is to understand how clays with different chemistry, sizes and surface areas interact with each other
and affect the structure and characteristics of polymer based nanocomposites in the form of both gels
and multilayered films. The rheological behavior of the gels is compared to the spreading process during
sample preparation and the resulting film structures and properties are analyzed. While gradually
replacing Laponite clay with equivalent amounts of Montmorillonite clay decreases the viscosity of the
resulting gels, we observed that the progressive increase of the Montmorillonite percent in the samples
leads to a gradual increase of the storage and loss moduli in the multilayered films. At the nano-scale,
SAXS and XRD measurements on films indicated that the clay platelets orient parallel to the film plane
and that the polymer chains intercalate between silicate galleries. Thermal analysis shows that the
polymer crystallinity can be controlled by combination and variation of different clays.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years a broad literature has emerged that examines the
fundamental relationships between network structure, chain dy-
namics, ionic conductivity and dimensional stability [1] in cross-
linked nanosized polymer–clay networks [2–9]. Highly ordered
polymer nanocomposites are complex materials that display a rich
morphological behavior because of variations in composition,
structure, and properties on a nanometer length scale [3,8,9].
Changes in backbone structure, molecular weight, cross-link den-
sity, or the introduction of pedant groups can lead to important
alterations of polymer segmental motions with a high impact on
the thermo-mechanical properties and conductivity of such nano-
composites [9–13]. When the macromolecules are confined to di-
mensions comparable to their sizes the behavior of polymeric
solutions or gels in restricted space can vary greatly from the one in
bulk.

Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) has been proven to be a valuable
candidate for use as an electrolyte host due to its flexible chain
structure, beneficial for ionic transport, as well as to its capability to
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act as a solvent for various metal salts. Due to the retardation of
ionic transport imposed by the crystalline phase of PEO, higher
ionic conductivity of pure PEO electrolyte can only be achieved in
the molten or amorphous state. It has been verified that the addi-
tion of nanosized clay fillers with large surface area to PEO dra-
matically improves its ionic transport characteristics [10,14,15] and
its mechanical properties [6,16] on the account of the reduced
polymer crystallinity as well as the large interfacial area. Various
solutions and melt fabrication techniques leading to materials with
intercalated to exfoliated structures have been used for the fabri-
cation of PEO–clay nanocomposites. Since both the polymer (PEO)
and the clay (Laponite or Montmorillonite) are hydrophilic in na-
ture no surface treatment is necessary to induce the exfoliation
process in solution. Being able to interpenetrate the clay platelets
PEO strongly adsorbs to the surface of natural Montmorillonite as
well as synthetic Laponite, where the amount of adsorbed polymer
is controlled by the layer charge density on the clay [17]. By in-
ducing anisotropy over large length scales in hierarchically struc-
tured systems new ways are found for fabricating scientifically
novel materials with enhanced thermo-mechanical, optical prop-
erties and ionic conductivity [8,9,18,19].

Laponite clay is an inexpensive and environmentally benign
disc-shaped silicate with a plate diameter of 25–30 nm and
a thickness of approximately 1 nm. In aqueous solutions and
gels PEO strongly adsorbs to the charged Laponite nanoparticles
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Table 1
Nanocomposite gels and films: composition (by weight) and crystallinity

Sample namea LRD (wt%) CNA (wt%) PEO (wt%) Crystallinity (%)

LRDX%–CNA(3� X)%–PEO2% – gels
(gels contain 95% water)

1 LRD0–CNA3–PEO2 0 3 2 N/A
2 LRD0.75–CNA2.25–PEO2 0.75 2.25 2 N/A
3 LRD1.5–CNA1.5–PEO2 1.5 1.5 2 N/A
4 LRD2.25–CNA0.75–PEO2 2.25 0.75 2 N/A
5 LRD3–CNA0–PEO2 3 0 2 N/A
LRDX%–CNA(60� X)%–PEO40% – films

(after water evaporation)
1 LRD0–CNA60–PEO40 0 60 40 30
2 LRD15–CNA45–PEO40 15 45 40 21
3 LRD30–CNA30–PEO40 30 30 40 10
4 LRD45–CNA15–PEO40 45 15 40 1
5 LRD60–CNA0–PEO40 60 0 40 0

a The samples were abbreviated LRDX–CNAy–PEOz, where x, y, and z denote the
weigh fraction of Laponite, Montmorillonite and poly(ethylene oxide), respectively,
either in solution or in the multilayered film.
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leading to the formation of transparent systems. Smectites such as
Montmorillonite are 2:1 charged phyllosilicates that contain ex-
changeable interlayer cations and show the ability to intercalate
various polymers, such as PEO. Montmorillonite clay produces an
opaque suspension of predominantly exfoliated platelets that range
on average in size from ca. 70 to 100 nm across and are approxi-
mately 1 nm thick [8,20–27]. The thickness of Montmorillonite
platelets has also been confirmed by AFM measurements [28].
When dispersed alone in water such clays exhibit a Newtonian
behavior, but in the presence of polymers the interaction between
the polymer chains and the particles causes a major change in the
rheological behavior of dispersions [29]. Flow birefringence studies
demonstrated that upon shear the clay platelets orient along the
flow direction [30,31]. In solution these clay particles can only
adsorb a maximum amount of polymer until all the clay surfaces
are covered [32]. The polymer and clay build a network-like
structure which is interpenetrated by a sub-network of inter-
connecting pores containing excess polymer and water. During the
layer by layer film preparation method the exfoliated solution-
structure collapses, reorders and re-intercalates into blob-like
chains and layers [8].

The presence of such clays in PEO based polyelectrolytes is ad-
vantageous to the improvement of PEO solvating ability towards
various Na salts [33]. Having high affinities for water, particularly
smectite clays swell to levels that go far beyond their original vol-
umes [4]. Following a similar behavior, polymer–clay nano-
composites exposed to air humidity may exhibit a considerable
increase in their size as a result of water adsorption triggered by the
pronounced hygroscopic characteristics of these films. The kinetics
of water adsorption in polymer–clay polyelectrolytes has been
previously studied to correlate the confinement, thickness, crys-
tallinity and melting temperature of the multilayered films with the
amount of adsorbed water and water mobility [9,34,35]. More re-
cently, the variation of glass transition temperature of such polymer
based nanocomposites has been studied through a theoretical ap-
proach, and resulted in a fairly good agreement with experimental
data [9,33]. It has been also shown by AFM measurements that the
high polydispersity in the size of natural Montmorillonite clay leads
to heterogeneities and more defects in orientation of polymer–clay
nanocomposites when compared to nanocomposites of similar
compositions based on the low disperse, synthetic Laponite clay [8].

The objective of the present contribution is to understand how
clays with different chemistry, sizes and surface areas interact with
each other and affect the structure and characteristics of polymer
based nanocomposites in the form of both gels and multilayered
films. The novelty of this study lies in the control of crystallinity by
combination and variation of different clays. While earlier studies
described alteration of crystallinity by changing the polymer-
to-clay ratio [9,10,20,36,37], the polymer molecular weight [9,38],
the amount of metal salt [39], and the amount of water [9,40], here
we demonstrate that the crystallinity of polymer in such nano-
composites can be tuned by changing the ratio of the two different
clays introduced in the systems. In order to search for new syner-
gistic properties and/or improve the properties of nanocomposite
solutions and films already known, here we study polymer nano-
composites that have Laponite as well as Montmorillonite
incorporated. We combine the gelling and high surface area char-
acteristics of Laponite with the large-aspect-ratio and distinct shear
orientation characteristics of Montmorillonite in order to control
and suppress crystallinity, and to obtain high levels of orientation
that are necessary for enhanced conductivities in such poly-
electrolyte films. The rheological behavior of the gels is compared
to the spreading process and the resulting film structures and
properties are analyzed. At the nano-scale, X-ray scattering exper-
iments (SAXS and XRD) on films are used to investigate structure.
The crystallinity in the films is monitored using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), while the water content in the dry
nanocomposites is determined by means of thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). Finally, mechanical properties of the resulted hybrid
films are examined through dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
techniques.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and preparation

In this study Laponite-RD (LRD), a synthetic Hectorite type clay,
and Montmorillonite clay, Cloisite Naþ (CNA), (both Southern Clay
Products) were used as-received without any further purification.
The LRD clay platelets, which are about 25–30 nm across and ca.
1 nm thick charged discs, produce a clear suspension in water. The
CNA platelets produce an opaque suspension of predominantly
exfoliated platelets that range on average in diameter from 75 to
100 nm across and are ca. 1 nm thick. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)
with a molecular mass of 1000 kg/mol (Mw/Mn¼ 1.5) was used as-
received from Polysciences Inc. Exfoliated dispersions were pre-
pared by the addition of PEO and Laponite and/or Montmorillonite
to deionized water, followed by systematic shaking, mixing and
centrifuging for at least four weeks. The solution pH and ionic
strength were controlled by the addition of NaOH (pH z 9) and
NaCl (5.5�10�2 M), respectively. At rest and room temperature
most dispersions are gels (except for LRD0–CNA3–PEO2, which is
a viscoelastic fluid). Each multilayered film was prepared by man-
ually spreading the hydrogel on a glass slide with a spatula. In the
past we have shown that reproducible results are obtained when
using and comparing two preparation techniques: (i) a simple
spreading device can be used that guarantees the same thickness of
each spread layer and (ii) the films are spread manually with
a blade [8]. Every 1.5–2 h one layer was spread and dried under
ambient conditions. Overnight, samples were dried in desiccators.
On average, five layers were spread every day. While one spread
and dried film (7 mm� 2 mm) already produces multilayers we used
sequential absorption to obtain thicker films simply for better in-
vestigation and handling [2,24,25,41]. Films with the same
spreading direction were dried layer by layer one on top of another
until a total thickness of about 0.25 mm was obtained for the
multilayered film. After the last layer was spread and half dried the
thin multilayered film was placed in a vacuum oven and dried
overnight at 25 �C. The sample was then removed from the oven
and placed in a desiccator for storage and further drying. Following
this procedure a set of five LRD–CNA–PEO gels were prepared with
compositions described in Table 1. All gels contain 95% water, 2%
PEO and 3% clay, where the only difference from a sample to
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another consists in the ratio of Laponite/Montmorillonite used to
prepare each gel. By evaporating the water in the drying process the
final films result with compositions of 40% polymer and 60% clay,
being also characterized by different Laponite/Montmorillonite
ratios as illustrated in Table 1. The same sample preparation
procedure has been used for all five samples.
2.2. Rheological experiments

Oscillatory and steady state shear rheology measurements of
nanocomposite gels were performed on a stress controlled TA In-
struments AR1000 Rheometer. A cone-and-plate geometry with
a diameter of 40 mm, a gap of 27 mm, and a cone angle of 0�5905400

was used for all determinations. The instrument was equipped with
a solvent trap to prevent water evaporation. All rheological mea-
surements were conducted at a temperature of 25 �C and within one
week after the preparation of gels to avoid the appearance of any
time dependent transitions in the gels. Duplicate measurements
for both viscosity and moduli (G0, G00) measurements show good
reproducibility with a relative uncertainty of z7%.
2.3. X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements

Small angle scattering data were obtained at the Center for
Advanced Microstructures and Devices (CAMD, Baton Rouge, Lou-
isiana) at the SAXS beamline (6a1). The beamline is equipped with
an LNLS (Laboratorio Nacional de Luz Synchrotron, Brazil) double
crystal monochromator with a practical energy range of 2–16 KeV,
and is computer interfaced and controlled. The scattering data were
collected with l¼ 2.10 Å. In a standard Z-beam configuration the
incident beam is perpendicular to the spread direction and parallel
to the plane of the film, and SAXS intensity is obtained in the X–Y
plane (see Fig. 5 for definition of planes). In the Y-beam configu-
ration the incident beam is perpendicular to the plane of the
multilayered film and intensity is obtained in the X–Z plane.
2.4. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements

The X-ray diffraction measurements were done using a Sie-
mens–Bruker D5000 X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Ka radiation of
1.54 Å. Diffraction patterns were collected from 2q¼ 2� to 2q¼ 50�

with steps of 0.02� and a scan time of 2 s per step. All collected data
were normalized to the same baseline for a better comparison of
final results. Samples were dried and kept in desiccators before
each measurement.
Fig. 1. (a) Viscosity values as a function of shear rate for LRDX–CNA(3� X)–PEO2 nanocompo
CNA3–PEO2 at different temperatures. Relative uncertainty is z7%.
2.5. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) measurements

DSC measurements were performed on a TA 2920 MDSC in-
strument. Samples of 8–10 mg were subjected to analysis using
a heating rate of 10 �C/min in two successive heating cycles. For all
DSC curves negative going features correspond to endothermic
processes. For each measurement, a fresh nanocomposite sample
was used in the first heating run followed by cooling and then
a second heating run. TGA measurements were performed in
nitrogen atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 �C/min using
a TA 2950 thermo-balance. Only fresh samples of 7–10 mg were
subjected to thermogravimetric analysis. TA Universal analysis
software was used for the integration and processing of all curves
resulted from DSC and TGA instruments.
2.6. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)

The glass transition temperature (Tg) and complex, storage and
loss moduli (E*, E0, E00) of the thin nanocomposite films were de-
termined via DMA measurements using a Rheometrics Scientific
ARES instrument equipped with a torsion rectangular tool, a heat-
ing oven and a liquid nitrogen controller. Samples of 0.25 mm
thickness and 6–7 mm width were subjected to various oscillatory
tests. Results were normalized to the same transversal section,
1 mm2, to allow comparison. All DMA measurements were
conducted at 25 �C except for the glass transition temperature
measurements. Duplicate measurements show very good repro-
ducibility with a relative uncertainty of z5%.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of nanocomposite gels: rheological
measurements

The rheological behavior of nanocomposite gels was studied to
identify the relationship existing between gels’ composition and
their performance under shear, as well as to observe the variation
of storage and loss moduli as a function of clay type in the nano-
composite dispersions. Viscosity experiments are presented in
Fig. 1a in an attempt to correlate the shear orientation in the gels
with the final orientation in the dried films. As observed in previous
work for similar gels [26,31], shear thinning behavior is observed
over a wide range of shear rates. It can be noticed that at the same
clay/PEO ratio Laponite clay leads to the formation of gels more
viscous than the ones containing only Montmorillonite clay.
site gels (95% water) at 25 �C; (b) viscosity values as a function of shear rate for LRD0–
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Gradually replacing Laponite with equivalent amounts of Mont-
morillonite decreases the viscosity of the gel. This decrease in vis-
cosity is more evident at low shear rates. A remarkable feature in
Fig. 1a is the occurrence of a transition in the system at shear rates
higher than 101 s�1. The transition shifts to higher shear rates as
more Laponite is added to the gel, replacing Montmorillonite. For
LRD0–CNA3–PEO2, LRD0.75–CNA2.25–PEO2 and LRD1.5–CNA1.5–
PEO2 samples the transition (indicated by arrows) results in
a sudden increase in viscosity, the magnitude of which decreases
with the increase of the Laponite percent. For gels containing
Laponite amounts higher than 1.5% (Laponite-to-Montmorillonite
ratio> 1) the transition does not lead to an increase in viscosity but
rather to a decrease in the magnitude of the shear thinning be-
havior. The transition is also temperature dependent, as indicated
for LRD0–CNA3–PEO2 in Fig. 1b, where an increase in temperature
shifts the transition peak to higher shear rates. In addition to
shifting the transition shear rates, temperature has also an effect on
the magnitude of the transition, where higher temperatures result
in larger transitions.

At lower shear rates, before reaching the transition domain,
there is a near linear relationship between the log(h) and log(dg/
dt), as evidenced by the solid lines in Fig. 1a. This indicates that over
the shear rate dependent region the solutions are power law fluids
that exhibit shear thinning behavior. The power law relation can be
expressed as h¼m(dg/dt)n�1, where h is the shear viscosity (Pa s),
m is the consistency index, dg=dtðdg=dt ¼ _gÞ is the shear rate
(s�1), and n is the power law index and has values comprised be-
tween 0 and 1. Higher degrees of shear thinning result in n values
closer to 0, while n values closer to 1 indicate a solution behavior
approaching the one of Newtonian fluids [29]. Power law indexes
are in the range of: n¼ 0.2(�0.03) for LRD3–CNA0–PEO2 and
LRD2.25–CNA0.75–PEO2, n¼ 0.3(�0.03) for LRD1.5–CNA1.5–PEO2,
n¼ 0.4(�0.03) for LRD0.75–CNA2.25–PEO2 and n¼ 0.5(�0.03) for
LRD0–CNA3–PEO2. Clearly the shear thinning behavior is enhanced
as the concentration of Laponite in the clay mixtures increases.

Frequency dependent oscillatory shear experiments of LRDX–
CNA(3� X)–PEO2 samples are presented in Fig. 2. The data were
collected at strains within a relatively broad viscoelastic range.
Although all gels contain 95% water the storage modulus G0 always
appears larger than the loss modulus G00 (except for LRD0–CNA3–
Fig. 2. Frequency dependence of G0 and G00 for LRDX–CNA(3� X)–PEO2 gels of various
Laponite–Montmorillonite compositions; G0 data are represented with filled symbols
and G00 data are shown with empty symbols. All gels contain 2% PEO and 95% water.
Relative uncertainty is z7%.
PEO2 at low frequencies) indicating elastic behavior. All samples
show some frequency dependence of the modulus G0, which in-
creases with increasing frequency. Both moduli G0 and G00 are
observed to increase when increasing the percent of Laponite
in the sample. No crossover frequency could be observed for any of
the Laponite-containing samples. For LRD0–CNA3–PEO2 sample
the crossover of G0 with G00 occurs at a frequency of 2 Hz.

From previous studies we know that polymers that are long
enough to form inter-particle bridges promote the formation of
a reversible polymer–clay network that dominates the rheological
response [26,31,42]. At rest, all polymer–clay samples consist of
a network between randomly oriented clay platelets and PEO
chains with polymer chains acting as dynamic cross-links between
the platelets (see Fig. 4 when system is at rest). As shown by
Mongondry et al., in the presence of PEO the steric hindrance of
chains adsorbed onto the clay particles inhibits aggregation of
particles [43]. Although several parameters such as surface chem-
istry, dimensional polydispersity, degree of exfoliation, impurities
or affinity of PEO to the clay may affect the rheology of gels, in these
systems the major contribution to the viscosity behavior exhibited
by the gels appears to be the relative distributions of the surface
areas for the two types of clay. Due to their small diameter, for
a given mass, the more numerous completely exfoliated Laponite
platelets provide a larger effective surface available for coordi-
nation with the surrounding PEO chains than a corresponding
weight of Montmorillonite clay. With diameters three to four times
larger, fewer exfoliated Montmorillonite platelets exist in the same
mass. However, since the platelet thickness for the two types of clay
is virtually the same (1 nm), the increase in the relative surface area
for the smaller Laponite platelets consists mainly of edge surfaces,
but not top surfaces. So the surface area alone cannot be the factor
responsible for the behavior of viscosity. The major factor res-
ponsible for the increase in the viscosity of Laponite rich gels is the
improved distribution of surface area (available for PEO coordi-
nation) in the system. The total surface of one Montmorillonite
platelet corresponds to the surface area of roughly four Laponite
platelets. Statistically, the number of configurations and/or orien-
tations that the four Laponite platelets (viewed as a whole) can
adopt in the gel with respect to the PEO chains is significantly larger
than the number of configurations of a single Montmorillonite
platelet. This fact is exemplified in Fig. 3 where four PEO chains are
shown to interact with either two Montmorillonite platelets (a) or
with eight Laponite platelets (b). The improved distribution of the
Laponite surface area leads to the formation of many favorable
‘‘polymer–clay’’ configurations that will lead to polymer–clay
coordination (cross-links). If the number of Laponite and/or
Montmorillonite platelets and PEO chains in Fig. 3 was further in-
creased (e.g. 4 CNA platelets/8 PEO chains and 16 LRD platelets/8
PEO chains), the number of cross-links in each dispersion would
increase proportionally and the difference between the two sys-
tems would become even more obvious. This improved cross-
linking in PEO–Laponite systems leads to the formation of stronger
polymer–clay networks, with many coordinated PEO chains, and
little excess uncoordinated PEO [26,31]. The stronger network is the
reason why Laponite rich gels exhibit viscosities and shear moduli
higher than Montmorillonite rich gels (Figs. 1a and 2). The long
polymer dangling ends observed when PEO interacts with Mont-
morillonite platelets (Fig. 3a) will later be shown to crystallize
during the film drying process.

Shear thinning of our gels typically indicates the occurrence of
an overall orientation of the macrostructures and/or nano-
structures in the gel. Under shear the clay platelets orient along the
flow direction with the surface normal to vorticity direction [44].
The overall orientational alignment in the system is a competition
between flow alignment and configurational relaxation, where the
flow alignment is induced by orientation of platelets and stretching



Fig. 3. Schematic showing the interactions of four PEO chains with two Montmoril-
lonite platelets (a), and eight Laponite platelets (b). Despite the fact that the area
provided by the faces of the eight Laponite platelets is equivalent to the area provided
by the faces of the two Montmorillonite platelets, the Laponite platelets lead to the
formation of more polymer–clay cross-links due to a better spatial distribution of the
total surface. The better interaction of polymer chains with Laponite platelets leads to
the formation of stronger networks characterized by high viscosities and storage
moduli.
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of polymer chains under shear. The schematic in Fig. 4 shows the
behavior of polymer–clay dispersions that we think to occur during
the rheological experiment. When the dispersion is initially loaded
in the rheometer (before applying shear to the sample) the entire
system is at rest, and the sample consists of a network between
randomly oriented clay platelets and PEO chains with polymer
chains acting as dynamic cross-links between the platelets. At the
shear rate just below the critical shear rate the PEO chains are fully
stretched and the platelets are aligned in the shearing direction.
With a further increase of the shear rate the critical shear rate is
reached, and the adsorption/desorption equilibrium is broken. At
this point the desorption of chains from the platelets surface occurs
at a higher rate than adsorption does. The desorbed polymer chains,
now floating free in the system, will recoil (Fig. 4) in order to reach
Fig. 4. Schematic showing the behavior of nanostructures in polymer–clay dispersions
at three different stages during the rheological experiment.
a more favorable thermodynamic state, impairing the flow in the
gel. In the same time the orientation of nano-platelets is disturbed,
also perturbing the flow of the system. In this way, the configura-
tional relaxation gradually increases with the shear rate and neg-
atively affects the overall orientational alignment in the system,
leading to the appearance of a transition. Since Montmorillonite
rich networks are much weaker than Laponite rich networks the
configurational relaxation for the former systems occurs at lower
shear rates, and to a greater extent, making the larger transition-
peak shift to the left (Fig. 1a).

The change in the rheological properties with temperature is
due to several factors, among which the most important is that
relaxation times decrease strongly as the temperature increases
[45,46]. Due to these smaller relaxation times the onset and the
peak shear rates of the unsteady shear flow transitions are shifted
to higher values as the temperature increases. In addition to this,
the increase of the overall entropy in the gel with temperature,
which translates into an amplified disorder in the system, triggers
the increase in the magnitude of the transition at higher temper-
atures (Fig. 1b).

3.2. Characterization of nanocomposite films prepared from gels

3.2.1. SAXS and XRD measurements
Due to the ordering imposed in the shear spreading process the

clay platelets are expected to be oriented with the surface parallel
to the plane of the film, as indicated in the schematic shown in
Fig. 5. In order to study the orientation of clay platelets in the film,
SAXS measurements were carried out for two orientations of the
sample with respect to the X-ray beam. The SAXS results from the
five multilayered films are presented in Fig. 6. The isotropic SAXS
pattern in the X–Z plane and the anisotropy observed in the X–Y
plane (see Fig. 5 for definition of planes) for all films confirm the
orientation of the platelets to be with the surface parallel to the
plane of the film. From the two-dimensional (2D) SAXS patterns
(i–v) presented in Fig. 6 the intensity as a function of q in the Z and Y
directions was calculated and plotted. The plot in Fig. 6a shows the
intensity obtained from the edge (beam coming from the Z-di-
rection) of the five nanocomposite films. A remarkable feature in
this plot is the appearance of a peak (indicated by arrows) in all
curves at q z 0.4 Å�1. The peak corresponds to a d-spacing
(dSAXS¼ 2p/q) in the order of 15.7 Å and it is related to the distance
between stacked clay platelets containing intercalated PEO. The
differences in the d-spacing given by the SAXS measurements
(15.7 Å) and XRD measurements (17.5 Å) presented in Fig. 7a, are
attributed to the differences in the wavelength of the X-rays used
by the two instruments (2.10 Å in SAXS vs. 1.54 Å in XRD). The
complete absence of this intercalation peak (at q z 0.4 Å�1) from
the Y-direction SAXS curves presented in Fig. 6b reinforces the
hypothesis that the clay platelets are oriented with the surface
parallel to the plane of the film (as shown in Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. General idealized clay platelet orientation in a multilayered polymer–clay film
presented along with the definition of planes. The large discs represent the Mont-
morillonite platelets, while the small ones indicate the Laponite platelets. Note that the
diameter of Montmorillonite platelets is 3–4 times larger than the one of the Laponite
particles. The PEO chains have been omitted for clarity.



Fig. 6. SAXS patterns from the Z and Y directions for LRD60–CNA0–PEO40 (i), LRD45–CNA15–PEO40 (ii), LRD30–CNA30–PEO40 (iii), LRD15–CNA45–PEO40 (iv) and LRD0–CNA60–
PEO40 (v). The intensity as a function of q is also presented for SAXS measurements from the Z-direction (a), and from the Y-direction (b).
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X-ray diffraction patterns of LRDX–CNA(60� X)–PEO40 films are
presented in Fig. 7a. Although the polymer–clay solutions from
which the nanocomposite films are made are predominantly ex-
foliated [8], XRD confirms that all our dried multilayered films are
highly structured. The X-ray reflections predominantly correspond
to the PEO intercalated clay suggesting the presence of polymer–
clay stacks in the system. Intercalation of PEO chains between the
clay platelets can be deduced by comparing the d-spacing values
from the XRD reflections of the layered pure Laponite and layered
pure Montmorillonite clays with the d-spacing values from the XRD
reflections of the layered nanocomposites (Fig. 7b). The in-
tercalation peak for all the nanocomposites corresponds to a
d-spacing of about 17.5 Å, a result in agreement with what has been
previously found in literature for similar systems [9,47,48]. The
d-spacing values of the pure Laponite and pure Montmorillonite are
around 11.5 Å (Fig. 7b). The LRD containing films show a slightly
higher (0.5 Å) d-spacing of platelets than CNA films. The difference
in the d-spacing between polymer nanocomposites and pure clays
(z6 Å) is attributed to the presence of PEO chains between the clay
platelets.

The thickness of a nanocomposite crystal involved in the dif-
fraction process can be conveniently determined from the width of
the peak at half-height (a careful distinction has to be made be-
tween a PEO crystallite or crystal, constructed from ordered PEO
chains only, and a nanocomposite crystal, made of intercalated
PEO–clay stacks) [49]. A quantitative measure of the nano-
composite crystal involved in the diffraction process is given by the
Scherrer equation, which can be used to estimate crystal size if the
crystal is smaller than 100 nm [50–52].

L ¼ lK=bcos q

In this equation L is the mean crystal dimension (expressed in Å)
along a line perpendicular to the reflecting plane, K is a constant
close to unity (K¼ 0.94), and b is the width of a peak at half-height
expressed in radians of 2q (width measured in 2q degrees and then
multiplied by p/180). The calculated values of the crystal thickness
(L) as resulted from the Scherrer equation for the intercalation
peaks observed in Fig. 7a are as follows: for LRD0–CNA60–PEO40
L¼ 172 Å, for LRD15–CNA45–PEO40 L¼ 127 Å, for LRD30–CNA30–
PEO40 L¼ 101 Å, for LRD45–CNA15–PEO40 L¼ 84 Å, and for LRD60–
CNA0–PEO40 sample L¼ 59 Å. The data indicate that increasing the
amount of Laponite in the system results in a decrease of thickness
of the crystal involved in the diffraction process. Such a behavior is



Fig. 7. (a) XRD patterns of LRDX–CNA(60� X)–PEO40 nanocomposite films of different Laponite–Montmorillonite compositions; (b) XRD patterns for LRD60%–PEO40% and
CNA60%–PEO40% nanocomposites and for the layered pure Laponite (LRD) and Montmorillonite (CNA) clays.
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expected, since the low-aspect-ratio Laponite platelets have diffi-
culties in maintaining order and parallelism inside a polymer–clay
crystal (when compared to the high-aspect-ratio Montmorillonite
platelets) [49].

3.2.2. DSC and TGA measurements
To better understand the intimate relationship between

composition of nanocomposite films and their mechanical prop-
erties, we have observed the polymer crystallinity in the systems
by means of DSC (Fig. 8a and Table 1). Although extensive studies
have been previously done on the crystallinity of various bulk
PEO nanocomposites at low clay concentration [17,20,53], here
we focus on anisotropic materials at high clay concentrations.
DSC thermograms were obtained in the second heating cycle of
the DSC measurement to avoid artifacts that could influence the
results. This procedure removes mechanical tensions that may
originate from the layering process during film formation. Mea-
surements that were done on LRDX–CNA(60� X)–PEO40
Fig. 8. DSC (a) and TGA (b) traces for LRDX–CNA(60� X)–PEO40 nanocompo
nanocomposites (Fig. 8a and Table 1) indicate that gradually
replacing Montmorillonite clay with equivalent amounts of
Laponite results in a gradual decrease of crystallinity up to
a point where all the polymers become completely amorphous in
the sample (LRD60–CNA0–PEO40 sample). If we consider the
crystallinity of our bulk PEO (DH¼ 118.9 J/g, resulted from DSC)
relative to the endotherm observed in the films, then PEO in the
LRD0–CNA60–PEO40 sample is only 30% as crystalline as the bulk
polymer. Crystallinity numbers decrease in increments pro-
portional to the percent clay replaced in the system (Table 1). We
expect the clay confined polymer to be amorphous since the
coordination of PEO oxygens to various cations from the surface
of the platelets disrupts the chain order and limits their possi-
bility to move and rearrange [27,36]. Our results suggest that the
high surface/gram ratio, triggered by the small size of Laponite
platelets, as well as the uniform distribution of surface area with
respect to the polymer, provides the PEO chains with a confine-
ment area large enough to totally suppress their crystallinity
site thin films at a heating rate of 10 �C/min. All films contain 40% PEO.



Fig. 9. Frequency dependence of storage modulus (E0) and loss modulus (E00) for LRDX–
CNA(60� X)–PEO40 nanocomposite thin films. E0 data are represented with filled
symbols and E00 data are shown with empty symbols. Relative uncertainty is z5%.
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(LRD60–CNA0–PEO40 sample). In contrast, the larger Montmo-
rillonite platelets from the LRD0–CNA60–PEO40 sample only
suppress the PEO crystallinity by 70% relative to the pure
polymer.

When polymer chains are adsorbed to the clay layers, water
molecules initially present on the silicate surfaces and galleries are
displaced to accommodate the polymer chains. Although the
nanocomposite films have been dried in vacuum, some water
molecules may still be trapped in the films, as indicated by TGA
measurements (Fig. 8b). Displaced water molecules from the clay
surfaces, or water molecules from the precursor solutions, are likely
trapped within PEO crystallites, shifting the melting transition to
lower temperatures (Fig. 8a) [54]. The trend observed in the TGA
plot also indicates that Laponite rich films retain higher amounts of
water than Montmorillonite rich films. The high affinity of PEO
chains towards water makes complete removal of these small
molecules from the dried films very difficult, even when films are
stored in desiccators for several weeks. One can see that a higher
PEO crystallinity results in a lower polymer affinity for water
molecules (Fig. 8b) due to the close packing of the macromolecular
chains.
Fig. 10. Dependence of complex modulus (E*) for LRDX–CNA(60� X)–PEO40 nanocompos
certainty z5%.
3.2.3. DMA measurements
Although complex (E*), elastic (E0) and loss (E00) moduli of solid

films are dependent on many parameters, in this work we only
study their behavior as a function of testing frequency, temperature
and time. The storage (E0) and loss (E00) moduli of the five nano-
composite films are presented in Fig. 9 as a function of testing
frequency. All storage and loss moduli have somewhat reduced
values (in the range of 106 Pa) due to the small transversal area
(1 mm2) that was used to normalize the results. It can be observed
that the progressive increase of the Montmorillonite percent in the
sample leads to a gradual increase of E0 and E00 values in the mul-
tilayered films. The complex modulus (E*) values of the multilay-
ered films are presented in Fig. 10a and b as a function of frequency,
at two different oscillation amplitudes (strain %). Comparing
Fig. 10a and b, one can clearly see that an increase in the oscillating
amplitude, from 0.1 to 1%, results in a considerable decrease of E*

for all the samples. Similar to the behavior observed for E0 at 1%
strain (Fig. 9), the E* of the nanocomposites at this oscillating am-
plitude (Fig. 10b) increases with increasing the Montmorillonite
fraction in the sample. However, at oscillating amplitudes of 0.1%,
despite having a lower Montmorillonite percent, the LRD15–
CNA45–PEO40 sample shows a complex modulus higher than the
one of LRD0–CNA60–PEO40 samples, for the entire frequency range
studied here. Furthermore, at 10 Hz, the E* of the completely
amorphous LRD60–CNA0–PEO40 sample equals the one of the
LRD45–CNA15–PEO40 samples, and it is expected to exceed this
value at even higher frequencies (Fig. 10a). Due to the instrument
limitations, measurements at frequencies higher than 15 Hz could
not be conducted.

The behavior of E0 and E00 observed for the multilayered films in
Fig. 9 is totally opposite to the one observed for the storage (G0) and
loss (G00) moduli of the precursor nanocomposite gels (Fig. 1a).
While the factor responsible for the elevation of G0 and G00 in gels
was the increase in the strength of the polymer–clay network, here
the main reason for the elevation of E0 and E00 in the films consists in
the increase in crystalline fraction of the PEO in the nanocomposite
(other factors that may influence E0 of films, such as temperature,
pressure, film thickness and width, polymer polydispersity, poly-
mer molecular weight, and platelet orientation, are maintained the
same for all five films). Since the strength of the network in solution
is given by the fraction of PEO chains cross-linked to the clay
platelets, which cannot rearrange and crystallize, it follows that the
strength of the network is inversely proportional to the fraction of
crystalline PEO in the film. The increase in the crystallinity of the
samples is also responsible for the increase of E* (Fig. 10a and b),
ite thin films on (a) frequency at 0.1% strain; (b) frequency at 1% strain. Relative un-



Fig. 12. Dependence of complex modulus (E*) for LRDX–CNA(60� X)–PEO40 nano-
composite thin films on temperature. All films contain 40% PEO. Relative uncertainty
is z5%.
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given that at 25 �C E* is essentially E0. Another factor responsible for
the reduction of E0 and E00 (when increasing the Laponite content)
could be the presence of higher amounts of water in Laponite rich
films (indicated by the TGA plot in Fig. 7). However, we believe that
the contribution of water is limited, since the amounts of moisture
incorporated in the films are less than 2% (wt/wt) as indicated by
TGA at 150 �C (Fig. 7). In addition to crystallinity and moisture
variations an important contribution to the overall behavior of E0

and E* of the films could also be brought by the general orientation
of nano-platelets in the composite multilayered films. One would
expect highly oriented films to exhibit an increased toughness, and
in consequence, an enhanced E0. The large-aspect-ratio of the
Montmorillonite clay may play a decisive role in maintaining the
polymer covered platelets parallel and aligned in the same di-
rection throughout several length scales [49]. The much smaller
Laponite platelets might have difficulties in maintaining parallel-
ism throughout several length scales in the film, and high amounts
of this clay in the nanocomposite may lead to a decrease in the
storage modulus, E0.

For the frequency dependence of E* at 1% strain (Fig. 10b) ex-
cellent reproducibility was achieved when measurements were
each time repeated on a fresh sample. However, while attempting
to do a second determination on samples already tested at this
oscillating amplitude we observed that the thin films break and the
results cannot be reproduced. To elucidate the behavior of nano-
composite films under prolonged stress a set of time dependent
measurements of E* were conducted, the results of which are
presented in Fig. 11. At the oscillating amplitude of 1% the nano-
composites experience severe deformations, which set off the ap-
pearance of small micro-cracks on the surface of the films. In time
and under oscillating stress these micro-cracks grow bigger, link
with each other and form macro-cracks, which lead to an important
loss of material strength, triggering the decrease in E*. Further
deformations irreversibly lead to the fracture of the nanocomposite
films (points indicated by arrows in Fig. 11). One can notice that the
nanocomposites containing only one type of clay, as in the case for
LRD0–CNA60–PEO40 and LRD60–CNA0–PEO40, have a better re-
sistance to fatigue than the rest of tested materials. We attribute
this improved fatigue resistance of samples containing only one
Fig. 11. Dependence of complex modulus (E*) for LRDX–CNA(60� X)–PEO40 nano-
composite thin films on time at 1% strain and a frequency of 10 rad/s. Arrows indicate
the failure points for the five nanocomposites. All films contain 40% PEO. Relative
uncertainty is z10%.
type of clay to an increased homogeneity of the systems, generated
by a consistent size and surface area of the nano-platelets.

The temperature dependence of complex modulus of nano-
composite thin films is presented in Fig. 12 for a frequency of
10 rad/s and a strain of 0.1%. A horizontal plateau followed by
a gradual decrease of E* with the temperature can be observed for
all the samples. The glass transition temperature, at which the
decrease of E* begins, was found to be �66 �C, value that has been
previously reported in literature for PEO [55]. Due to the small PEO
percent in the nanocomposites (40%), and to the very small thick-
ness of the films (0.25 mm), the loss modulus (E00) curves, and in
consequence the tan d curves, for all the studied samples resulted
very noisy for the entire temperature range, even when measure-
ments were repeated. For the temperature range presented in
Fig. 12 E* is virtually the same with E0 due to the high rigidity of the
samples at these temperatures. The small deformations used here
(0.1% strain) allowed the measurements to be repeated on the same
sample up to four times, without damaging the nanocomposite
films. Surprisingly, E* of the completely amorphous LRD60–
CNA0–PEO40 sample shows values higher than the one of the
LRD45–CNA15–PEO40 samples, which contains a small fraction of
crystalline polymer (Table 1). In the past we have shown that the
high polydispersity of natural Montmorillonite (CNA) clay leads to
heterogeneities and more defects in orientation compared to the
low disperse synthetic Laponite (LRD) clay [8]. The more compact
structure of the Montmorillonite-free LRD60–CNA0–PEO40 film is
able to compensate for the lack of polymer crystallinity and to
exhibit a complex modulus higher than the one of LRD45–CNA15–
PEO40 samples at this range of temperatures.
4. Conclusion

We have shown that the mechanical behavior of polymer–clay
nanocomposite dispersions and multilayered films can be tuned by
controlling the ratio of Laponite-to-Montmorillonite in the mate-
rials. The shear thinning behavior is enhanced and the viscosity
increases as the relative concentration of Laponite increases in gels.
A progressive increase of the relative Montmorillonite percent in
the samples leads to a gradual increase in the storage and loss
moduli, E0 and E00, of the multilayered films. We oppine that the
factor responsible for the elevation of G0 and G00 in gels is the
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increase in the strength of the polymer–clay network. On the other
hand, the elevation of E0 and E00 in multilayered films is due to the
increase in crystalline fraction of the PEO in the nanocomposites,
since other parameters that might influence E0 and E00 (such as
temperature, pressure, film thickness and width, polymer poly-
dispersity, polymer molecular weight, and platelet orientation)
were maintained the same for all multilayered films.
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